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          Product: pdftron pdfnet wordtopdf

Product Version: all 9.0+

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Is it possible to stream word document from s3 and convert to pdf back to s3 on  aws linux 2 node.is 14 lambda.

(without using the ‘hidden’  tmp file system.)

Licenced linux version our proof of concept did use the underlying linux architecture when running on aws but this is not seen as ‘normal’ behaviour for many - in fact at time of original poc the availability of the ‘file system’  was not something that was widely known or discussed… but we started finding references after struggling,

Also development on Mac was more difficult as we realised that we needed to use vagrant or docker.  using aws linux 2 images (necessary because npm install pdftron… created library components based on underlying  os and also that we have linux licence only)… So we are changing our build pipelines to accommodate that and fact that our existing is linux image was alpine - we understand pdftron doesn’t like alpine linux or amd architectures…

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    PDFNet.initialize() Issues
                    


                    Compilation error after integrating PDFTron SDK
                    

                    PDFTron convert excel to XOD
                    

                    @pdftron/pdfnet-node errors while npm install on docker node:lts
                    

                    Exporting vector as an image
                    

                    How can i make a pdf form editable with all its form fields?
                    

                    Conevert.ToXodAsync() for ASP.NET Core
                    

                    There are blank pages when displaying PDF
                    

                    Enable LTV for an existing signature C++
                    

                    How to open Non-PDF document without converting to PDF in iOS?
                    

                    React native custom annotation
                    

                    Invalid ELF header
                    

                    Maven integration - Access Denied - 403 Forbidden
                    

                    OfficeToPDF hangs with nested conditionals and table loops nested in a conditional (C++ SDK)
                    

                    PDFNet.dll can not load file or dependency
                    

                    Azure Blob storage with header token
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Deployment - Dependencies - Minimum versions
	Server / desktop supported file types with Cross-Platform (Core)
	Key Features for Cross-Platform (Core) PDF Library - PDFNet Advanced Feature Add-ons - Direct Microsoft Office Conversion Add-on
	Convert & view MS Office files (Word, Excel & PowerPoint) with Cross-Platform (Core)

APIs:	PDFACompliance - public PDFACompliance (boolean convert, String file_path, String password, int conf, int[] exceptions, int max_ref_objs)
	Flattener - public void Process (PDFDoc doc, int mode)
	Convert - public static DocumentConversion wordToPdfConversion (Doc in_doc, Filter in_stream, WordToPDFOptions options)

Forums:	ViewStub.inflate on a null object reference: when i use PdfViewCtrlTabFragment2 to show PDF doc
	Conversion of multiple files to PDF/A
	PDF/A Verification
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          Hello Ashley,

Thank you for contacting us about this. Just to confirm, are you looking to convert files all in memory without using the filesystem? If so, its possible to do this via the office2PDFBuffer method.

If this is not what you are looking for, could you please provide us with further details as to what you are looking to accomplish (input and example output along with screenshots, if applicable).

Thank you.

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Json array field loop only once
                    


                    Replace placeholder in Table loops with Structure input
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